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 BATTLE STATIONS ??

  Keep in mind the WEEKLY has about 5 Times the impact of the daily.
WEEKLY DAILY

   RED ALERT ?    NO !
ALL CLEAR ?        NO !
THEN WHAT ?

  What struck me like a wind coming up was the number of writer/analysts calling an ALL CLEAR.  It seemed 
Classic in that as we engaged the Third (3rd) Leg of a Bull Movement started in Early December, and have 
fueled this run as Early Adapters joined the run, that we now begin to lose power, momentum and accelration 
as the Last of the Crowd piles in, and we get a spikey top that leaves us RIPE for correction.

The current conditions shown by the GOLD MINER INDEX BREATH OSCILLATOR measures show:

             WEEKLY :   MACD STALLING IN VERTICAL CLIMB            DAILY :   MACD stalled, flattened & hesitates       
             Oscillator turning down, Stochastics falling.                      Oscillator stalling in-place, Stochastics topp'g   

So what becomes of this Leg and this Rally ?

Analysis: Breadth Oscillator Daily & Weekly at the top of a 3rd Leg in a 3-legged Bull 
Advance started in Early December.   

Two intermediate flat corrections in place, now possible a classic reaction-correction to the 
Feb 10 GDX Gap 23.94-24.23,   HUI GAPS either 218.73-221.84 (scary) or 226.23-226.83.  

LOGICAL STOPPING POINTS.
The BULL will do everything it can to throw off as many riders as possible, while the Market collects 

its fee for educating the new comers, and those without savvy.
Keeping in mind that certain dates act like magnets, if you were surveying this terrain, and you knew 

that Income Tax Day was Monday, April 15, that Good Friday was April 18th, and the Full Moon peaked on the 
Night of April 15, plus that was the 1st Anniversary of the 2013 COMEX GOLD TAX DAY MASSACRE, what 
would you expect of the market action on that week?  

Since corrections tend to occupy about one half of the time of the move they correct, and this rally 
has been on the move since Dec 10, might that week be the logical end point of any REAL Correction?  Thats 
my hunch.  I am not a stickler on tight counts, so I do think that a good look at approximate possibilities 
make it easier to visualize multiple outcomes, and then attempt to assess probabilities.  Having seen all 
manner of breakdowns in technical formations, this seems at least possible, if not probable, since I do not 
discount anything.
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In light of 
the great 
rally we 
have had, 
we then see 
it as possible 
that this 
rally will 
need to 
correct in 
solid fashion 
in order to 
establish a 
base from 
which to run 
up a new 
rally.

I have 
illustrated 
the GAP FILL 
ZONES 
below

If you want 
this level of 
savvy and 
insight as 
part of your 
investing, 
you may 
wish to 
subscribe to 
PEAK PICKS 
If your visual 
and want to 

KNOW More and READ Less, you may want to try PEAK PICKS no risk offer.  If your more concerned with 
where the market can go, rather than where you know its been, PEAK PICKS may offer you a good choice.
                                           Find Juniors, Micro-Caps, Break Outs, and some stocks of which you 
have never heard,  

  SUBSCRIBE HERE              NO RISK          U$D 33.97 mo'ly, no contract,  satisfaction guaranteed 

immediate refund, upon request, no questions asked ! 

You can have the benefits of Technical Analysis without the Mumbo-Jumbo !!

information contained is for instructional &   educational purposes only.  Investors are  responsible for their own   
decisions & due diligence. Publisher and associates may have positions in the stocks herein Copyright 2014  
Denaliguide , all rights reserved 
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Denaliguide's STRAIGHT TALK 

OUR DGS MISSION STATEMENT:

 To provide our subscribers with the clearest,   easiest to use, most timely selections for profit.  

OUR DGS STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

We strive to treat everyone as we would wish to be treated.

We embrace simplicity.

We understand that our freedom lies between the moment of stimulus and response.

WE PROMISE TO:

KEEP OUR SUBSCRIBERS WELFARE PARAMOUNT.

MAINTAIN OUR OBJECTIVITY AND INDEPENDENCE.

ONLY ACCEPT ANY FORM OF COMPENSATION FROM OUR SUBCRIBERS.

THREE KEY QUALTIES WE FEEL ARE ESSENTIAL TO OUR WORK:
        SIMPLCITY DISCIPLINE FLEXIBILITY

HOW WE OPERATE:

1.  WE observe and maintain STOPS 100% of the time, mental, straight or 
sliding.

This is absolutely mandatory to preserve capital, hedge, and eliminate mistakes.. 

2. We   KEEP IT STRAIGHT & SIMPLE   K.I.S.S.   Acquiring / Disposing.

  The stocks you acquire and dispose of,  are inanimate and fluctuate I price.

The have no other qualities.  So we don`t become romantically involved with them.

                        3.   We speculate based on Technical Merit, not public information.

Mechanically WE do the following:

A.   Set BUY LIMIT ORDERS and do NOT chase stocks.

B.   We sell using Technical Measures that indicate danger to longs.

C.    We buy & sell in Pre-Position, before Mass Action Awakens

  SUBSCRIBE NOW ! CLICK HERE

 Find Juniors, Micro-Caps, Break Outs, and some stocks you have never heard of,
•   SUBSCRIBE HERE              NO RISK          U$D 33.97 mo'ly, no contract,  satisfaction guaranteed or 

immediate refund, upon request, no questions asked !
•

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” Leonardo da Vinci
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